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This publication in the shape of success stories of COs, VOs and LSOs provide an 

overview of a “SDVRC” (Social Development for Vulnerable Rural Communities) 

project launched by SAP-PK (2012-2015) in districts Rajanpur and Layyah.  The   aim of 

this project, which was launched with the support of PPAF, was to address certain socio-

economic issues like poverty, greater exclusion of the oppressed, poor infrastructure 

and absence of formal social platforms (Community Institutions). 

Through SDVRC project (2012-2015), SAP-PK formed Community Organizations (COs) 

at the hamlet level, Village Organizations (VOs) at the revenue village level, and Local 

Support Organizations (LSOs) at the union council level in the districts of Layyah and  

Rajanpur. Community physical infrastructure, water, energy and climate change 

schemes were implemented in these districts. SDVRC's another major component was 

Livelihood Enhancement and Protection (LEP) through which the organization 

provided trainings on enterprise development, livestock management, assets 

management, common interest group trainings and skill trainings to the ultra and 

vulnerable poor. Assets such as goats, material for grocery shops, juice shops and tea 

stalls were given to the ultra and vulnerable poor. 475 people were provided assets in 

district Rajanpur and 535 in district Layyah. Around 3220 people received trainings in 

district Rajanpur and Layyah including 40 trainees getting skills training from VTI in 

district Rajanpur and 50 in district Layyah.

The project has now ended but its impact can be measured. The changes brought about 

by project are visible in the households of the women and livelihoods of the ultra poor 

who were the beneficiaries. The project interventions are replicable and may be scaled 

up. SAP-PK is confident that this concept will find many supporters and the model will 

be applied by those working to alleviate poverty and elevate self reliance and resilience 

among the poor. It is hoped that readers will find it a handy, motivating and thought-

provoking source of information and policy ideas.
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Almadad
Community Organization

Village Patti Sami Dera Rabnawaz, UC Chobara district Layyah was faced with gigantic issues of  backwardness, out 
of school children, lack of access to education and meager sources of earning a livelihood. The scarcity of 
revenues and deception by a company in the past in the name of village development fund led to lack of trust to 
support any offer of cooperation for developmental work through organized community initiatives. This created a 
lot of difficulties to win the support of the community members to make the best of the offer of support for the 

poor and vulnerable through the generous support of SAP-PK under SDVRC (2012-2015) to address poverty and 
social exclusion. This consumed a lot of time and efforts to convince the community to form a CO of their own to 
find solutions to local problems.

Consistent dialogues and meetings culminated in the formation of a 30 members Almadad Community 
Organization. The passage of water course lining was of the initial resolutions through the community physical 
infrastructure (CPI) intervention. 30% contribution was provided by the community that led to the approval of 7 
culverts in Patti Sami Dera Rabnawaz. 

The water course lining reduced the wastage of water. This led to an improved yield, better irrigation system and 
made it possible of the irrigation of distant farm spaces. Now, a single person can irrigate farm in 2-3 hours. Earlier, 
it took 3-4 days to irrigate and the transportation of the yield has become less futile. As Rab Nawaz, General 
Secretary has opined that;

water course lining has reduced the wastage of water by 25 %. Now a single person can perform better with less effort. Water 
reaches every part of the field and the consumption of the fuel for running the tube-well has been reduced. This has led to an 
increase of 15-20% increase of the yield per crop”.

The confidence of the community members has increased after the successful lining of water courses. This has led 
to an increased reliance on a focused and regular setting of monthly agenda to discuss issues and come up with 
viable solutions on self-help initiatives to meet their developmental needs. The immediate economic gains has 
restored their confidence to enrich their children lives by taking affirmative measures for ensuring that their 
children are not out of school. In addition, Lady Health Visitor on their respective demand provides support 
through the provision of polio drops and tips to women for maintaining the health and hygiene of their respective 
families. Efforts are underway to register themselves through the mobile van service of NADRA to register 
themselves as voters. The CO is also thinking to field the candidate of their choice to represent them in the 
forthcoming local body elections. The trend of giving respect to their women folk will have long term implications 
for the entire community. 
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Al-Tahir
Community Organization

Nature has blessed Patti Arain Kho Baiwala with livestock and rain fed agriculture. Though, the area falls under 
Tehsil Chaubara, district Layyah with large tracks of sand dunes and uncultivated lands. Still, the gram of Chaubara 
desert is considered to possess the best in terms of taste and quality. The nomenclature of the locale has limited 
the sources of generating a decent revenue of a large number of the populace. This has led to an increase in the 
number of natives classified as poor, ultra poor and vulnerable. 

Patti Araeen Kho Baiwala is devoid of basic amenities of life that entails absence of natural gas, electricity, metalled 
roads, irrigation system. This is intertwined with lack of non-existent basic social sector services like that of health 
and education facilities. It has multiplying implications in the lives of the community members whose mundane 
life activities begin at the sunrise and ends with the sunset as the natural darkness presents a primitive life style for 
the 100 households. Illiteracy is rampant and the concept of educating females is out of question. The community 
is at the mercy of the feudal whose interaction is limited to seeking votes and 'thana' culture and exploitative 
practices are rampant. 

The technical support of PPAF under SDVRC SAP-PK (2012-2015) was launched to focus on the socio-economic 
uplift of the vulnerable and the poorest. The activities were initiated though the collection of data on the poor, 
ultra poor and the vulnerable by the poverty score card activity. This was followed by a social mobilization drive 
culminating in the formation of a 30 member Al-Tahir Kissan Committee having adequate representation of the 
women and men. The forum provided 17 households with solar systems through water, energy and climate change 
(WECC) project. 15% of the entire expenses of the total cost was provided by the community for the installation of 
solar system. This has a drastic change in the lives of the communities who can easily run three fans, 9 bulbs and 
charging 3 mobile charging boards at one system. It has given relief from the scorching heat. Villagers gather for 
meetings after the sunset to discuss and find solutions to the existing issues within their vicinity after a daylong 
engagement in economic activities for earning a livelihood. This has led to the opening up of a single room school 
has led to the enrollment of 70-80 girls and boys enrollment. A local has been arranged through the self-help basis 
support of the community members to provide a nominal amount for the salary of the teacher.

The members of the Al-Tahir Community Organization met the EDO Education to demand and approval of a 
government run school in Patti Araeen Kho Baiwala. A non-functional government school in nearby Basti Mau 
Wala was shifted as only two students were enrolled that was a blow to the community-run school of 70-80 
learners. A written writ with the support of a local politician against the EDO's decision was submitted in Session 
Court Layyah where 40 women and men presented their opinion in favor of adoption of the community school by 
the government. The verdict was given in favor of the Al-Tahir Community Organization and the villagers. This was 
the first accomplishment as an organized group to resolve issues through mutual consultation and consensus for 
local development.
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Azeemabad
Community Organization

Access to electricity and other means of modern technology is like the circulation of blood in a human 

body. Without it, one is cut out to reap the benefits of being interconnected and the scope of making 

improvements in terms of access to information, revenues and maintaining a quality of life. The 

inhabitants of Basti Sial village Azeembad (UC Sahanwala), district Rajanpur till recently were dependent 

on candles, kerosene lights and solar lamps for lightening of their homes with scarce modes of 

transportation and communication. They were far behind in the field of education, health and hygiene 

and general awareness.

Social mobilization drive led to the formation of Azeemabad Community Organization. This was made 

possible under SAP-PK (2012-2015) project under SDVRC through the technical support of PPAF. The 30 

member community of men and women led to the unanimous decision of installation of solar energy. 

This allowed the community members to have additional hours to work after the sunset. Children have 

sufficient time to study and it has allowed additional productivity in agriculture and businesses. The 

villagers are keeping themselves updated through having access to the information through daily news 

and bulletin.  

The range of interventions designed and implemented through the community consensus ranged from 

the creation of linkages with government line departments and the non-governmental organizations for 

ensuring quality education for children. Health facilities and having metalled road links are in the cards 

so that the mobility for finding more exposure for their secure future expands. The members of the 

Azeemabad Community Organization are also thinking of UPS to ensure that the supply of solar energy 

makes it possible to run refrigerators at home and hand pumps with this power plant. 
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Insaf
Community Organization

Hunger, illiteracy, low enrollment rate, state's negligence, gender disparity and the natural calamities have 
taken its toll on the inhabitants of Kotla Androon (UC Sahanwala), district Rajanpur. Women of the households 
in such distressful conditions suffer the most. This is more in the case of women are the sole breadwinners or 
their male members are unable to earn. On top of it, limited choices of opportunities for livelihood, semi-
skilled and low wages make it difficult to meet the family needs. They are left with no choice but to accept 
whatever is available to make both ends meet.

SDVRC project (2012-2015) by SAP-PK designed for the rural disadvantaged communities so that the skill level 
is upgraded so that socio-economically excluded are provided with intensive handholding exercises on 
enterprise development, livestock management, assets management and skill up gradation trainings. In Kotla 
Androon, 10 ultra-poor women were identified to be provided capacity development trainings. Out of whom, 
Ashraf Bibi outshined the rest. Ashraf Bibi's husband was incapacitated to earn a living. Her husband was a 
barber by profession but his ill health stopped him to earn. This left Ashraf Bibi with no choice but to find work 
to meet the demands of her three daughters and two sons along with supplementing her husband's medical 
needs with her meager income. Though, Ashraf Bibi herself needs medicines due to her kidney ailment but 
she ignored  herself.

Ashraf Bibi and her three daughters were working as maids but still were unable to meet the family's needs. 
Livelihood Enhancement and Protection component of SDVRC project gave Ashraf Bibi, a unique opportunity 
to learn cutting, sewing, embroidery and adda work for a period of 4 months. At the successful completion of 
the course, the 10 ultra-poor women were provided with sewing machines so that they could earn a decent 
living. The skill enhancement provided an opportunity of income diversification. Ashraf Bibi enriched with 
skill have her confidence to manage her revenue in a manner that transformed the lives of all the members of 
the family. Children of school-going age group are now able to attend schools. Women are able to negotiate 
and are aware about their rights. Times have gone where these ultra-poor women would be exploited and 
provided half the wages for the same work compared to men. These women have now formed a separate 
committee for themselves. Women are able to make independent decisions in their committee and at their 
household level. Women of Kotla Androon have learned that a committee can give them a united voice that 
could connect them to address their needs and demands to the concerned government line departments. 
Ashraf Bibi is also an active member of Nawa-e-Awam local support organization which actually represents all 
CO’s of the UC Sahanwala.
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Khidmat-e-Khalq
Community Organization

The floods of 2010 took away the sources of revenue of the already poverty stricken and vulnerable 

communities residing in Basti Farid Mashori Mouza Kotli Khudai (UC Sahanwala), district Rajanpur. This 

led to the influx of non-governmental organizations to conduct a situational analysis for the assessment 

of the situation to determine the intensity of the support to re-build the lives of the majority. As a follow 

up, SAP-PK chose Basti Farid as target community for carrying out interventions to address issues like 

poverty and exclusion under SDVRC project (2012-2015).

As an initial step, Khimat-e-Khalq as a CO came as a direct consequence of the social mobilization drive. 

This provided a forum for the locals to discuss, identify and determine a viable solution for bringing in 

socio-economic stability in the lives of the community. 15 % share of the community was invested in the 

installation of having 7 culverts that were linked up with water courses. Agriculture and the Irrigation 

departments were taken on board. 

The installation of the culverts had multiplying effects in the context of socio-economic dynamics of the 

society. Water wastage was controlled that resulted in better yield. This increased the revenues of even 

the small farmer as the local businessmen frequently visited the small farmers. This also contained the 

influence of the local sardars who were earlier having a free hand to exploit the poverty of the people 

and pushed them to high levels of backwardness.

Khidmat-e-Khalq Community Organization served as the harbinger of prosperity and progress to the 

once vulnerable and poverty stricken segments of the Basti Farid. The consistent meetings amongst the 

community members led to an organized and focused attention to resolve the problems through 

communal support, trust and cooperation to help themselves towards the fulfillment of a decent quality 

for their children, families and their entire community.

The President of Kidmat-e-Khalq CO named Riaz Mashori is also Vice President of Nawa-e-Awam local 

Support Organization.
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Khushhal
Community Organization

Basti Awan Chak Patiat (UC: Rakh Fazilpur), district Rajanpur has been repeatedly home to natural calamities. As a 
consequence, roads, buildings and the sources of generating revenue had been razed to ground due to the floods of 
2010. This resulted in total evacuation of the entire populace for four months. People were physically and economically 
vulnerable. Girls were already deprived of getting enrolled in a school while the boys were left with no school. There 
was absence of health facilities. In the presence of quacks, the lives of women were at risk as there were untrained birth 
attendants. 

Most of the villagers were tenants who were provided with one eighth of the total share of the crop while the small 

land holding farmers were unable to make ample finances due to lack of access to roads and the market. Daily expenses 
of the household were met by cotton picking of the women that was PKR 5 per kg. Men did not earn from cotton picking 
as it was considered a stigma for men. This increased the burden on women who would work endlessly for more than 
eight hours to hardly collect 10-12 kg.

The community members at Basti Awan remained disadvantaged as they fought on petty issues which kept them tied to 
the political elites. The role of political elites in the lives of community members was restricted to seek votes at the time 
of election and to exploit their economic vulnerability. The dire need of the time was to stand organized and united to 
find solutions from their plight of misery.

Ultra-poor, vulnerable poor and poor were identified through the poverty score card. The intervention was designed 
by SAP-PK (2012-2015). This led them to design activities to address the socio-economic development of the area by 
focusing upon issues like poverty, exclusion of the oppressed, poor infrastructure and unavailability of the education 
and health facilities. As one of the initial steps, a community based organization was formed. It was named as Khushal 
Community Organization. There were 30 members of the Khushal Community Organization. With consultation and 
consensus, the members of the Khushal Community Organization prioritized to have soling as the foremost need of 
Basti Awan. 1600 feet long soling as the developmental need of Basti Awan was approved by SAP-PK. An account was 
opened with a 15% contribution from the members of the CO. 

The commitment and zeal to help them was witnessed in men and women alike. In two day's time, the youth of Basti 
Awan learned with the supervision of master masons, the art of soling that saved finances from engaging others from 
outside and the task was completed in one and half month. After the completion, Basti Awan was connected to Basti 
Manjo  Machi, Kotla Rabat, Basti Chang, Basti Hora and the main road. 

As expressed by Muhammad Faiz, General Secretary Khushal CO, the installation of soling has increased the mobility 
and it keeps the life rolling in all seasons. Earlier, it was affected the most in the rainy season. Livelihood activities of men 
and women are manageable. It has made the community of Basti Awan realize the power of being organized. Now, 
without the external support, Khushal CO members are able to gather revenues for fulfilling their community needs. 
Support was fetched from Qatar charity and Sungi Foundation for building houses. In addition, Education line 
department was approached to provide teachers so that girls are also educated with boys. Moreover, through local 
contribution, a transformer was arranged without seeking the support of a local sardar for electricity needs. In the 
maiden first attempt of soling, Khushali CO has understood that through collaboration, consultation and consensus, 
desired change can be within reach.
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To meet the daily needs of their respective families, the landless farmers had to migrate to urban hubs like 
Karachi and Lahore to transform into a daily laborer. This is not possible as the shifting of the entire families to 
the urban locales bring in a baggage of countless socio-economic issues. In such a context, it leads to the 
option of resorting to livestock as a source of earning. For men to engage in livestock is itself associated with 
stigma. 

This situation led SAP-PK (2012-2015) to launch Social Development for Vulnerable Rural Communities 
(SDVRC) project for rural communities. It has twin objectives of bringing regular and decent livelihood 
opportunity at their respective door steps and to facilitate the 'vulnerable poor' to falling back into the cycle 
of abject poverty. The immediate impact on the men of Basti Mustafabad was a stop to urban migration and to 
earn a living. This was made possible through the social mobilization drive that resulted in the formation of 20 
male members Community Organization. On the recommendations of the CO members, 7 'ultra poor men' 
were provided with 3 goats as an asset under the Livelihood Enhancement and Protection (LEP) component of 
the project. The 7 'ultra poor males' were provided with technical and management skills to make optimum 
benefit of the 'goats' as source of decent living. The confidence of providing a means for living has boosted 
the morale of these respective men who have with consistent guidance and mentoring expanded their 
horizons of revenues by earning PKR 120,000 in a period of two years from an initial PKR 30,000 in the form of 3 
goats by diversifying their sources of income.

Mustafabad Community Organization has not limited itself to benefit the families of “7 ultra poor males” but 
it has in its domain has become the harbinger of change in the lives of the entire community. Linkage, 
networking and protecting their interests and rights has led to a partnership with a non-governmental 
organization, Save the Children who have been successful in establishing a school with teachers for the 
provision of ensuring quality education to both girls and boys of school-going age group. 

In addition, minor disputes are settled amicably without bringing it to the notice of political entities whose 
presence is restricted at the time of seeking elections. This has been made possible by holding regular 
meetings on monthly basis where the priority is to find easy and within reach solutions through collective 
consensus and wisdom. The setting of Mustafabad CO is medium of resolving issues and bringing in an 
improvement in the lives of all the inhabitants.

Mustafabad
Community Organization

Since 2010, village Basti Mustafabad (Mauza Rangpur UC Sahanwala) of District Rajanpur has been 
consistently a temporary abode of floods. It has affected the agrarian dependent economy of the area. As a 
result, there has been an alarming increase of poverty as well as consistent look out to explore other options 
of earning bread and butter. A case in point is that of taking on average the input of PKR 46300 on one acre for 
cotton generates PKR 57500 at the end of a season. Out of which landless farmers have a 10th part of the share. 
This 10th part of the share is the result of working from dawn to dusk. As a consequence, agriculture is no 
more a lucrative source of generating revenues to meet and maintain a decent quality of life. 
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Noor
Community Organization

Basti Bhatti (UC Sahanwala), district Rajanpur was devastated after the 2010 floods. The entire area was 
evacuated to save human lives. As a direct loss of large scale displacement and loss of already depleting 
infrastructure and meager livelihood resources, the poor were the most affected who had no one to look up 
and no asset to make optimum utilization. It had a devastating effect in the lives of the poor and the ultra poor 
whose children's future was at stake. Some were left with the choice of becoming migratory daily wage 

laborers while some families were depended on cotton picking by their women to meet the food needs of 
the entire family. In such a situation, SAP-PK (2012-2015) brought a ray of hope to look beyond meeting the 
daily needs of the family. Women were focused to be the direct beneficiaries. Women were found to be 
focused on securing the future by making to have productive assets for generating income, savings and 
paying off loans. Whereas, men were found to waste money and time in cigarettes and local hotels.

20 women from ultra-poor households were identified and selected to undertake intensive trainings in 
asset management, livestock management, enterprise development and common interest group trainings. 
The women were provided with 3 goats through Livelihood Enhancement and Protection Component of 
the project. 

Tasleem Bibi is one of the 20 women who was the direct beneficiary of the project. Tasleem Bibi sold two 
kids of goats and bought a sewing machine. She was good in making clothes for adults and the children that 
fetched her PKR 10000 per month. She was able to make the health and hygiene conditions of her family 
better. Tasleem Bibi eagerly attends the CO meetings to get informed and organized. She has started to 
send her daughters to school to secure a better future for them. A regular flow of income has raised her 
confidence. Her neighbors seek her advice on how to save and develop productive assets. She is invited to 
all the social gatherings in the neighborhood because of her rising economic status.  Women, in Basti 
Bhatti now believe that the set up of Noor CO has given the women a forum to discuss and sort out 
solutions at the local level. 
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Roshan Khayal 
Community Organization

Insecure and unstable livelihoods based on domestic labour, daily wages and farm labour has afflicted the 
community of Chak 479 TDA (UC:  Shergarh, Tehsil: Chaubara) district Layyah with abject poverty. This has 
mostly hit their women and children. Women tend to be malnourished and children remain out of school. The 
utilization of education as beneficiary and securing the future of the children is not taking into account as its 
impact is long term. Given this context, a social mobilization drive took place as a result of which women 
formed Roshan Khayal Community Organization . The objective was to help them out by enriching them with a 

skill and a means to earn a decent livelihood and a quality of life of the entire family.

Health and hygiene was poor. The poverty could be gauged from the fact that the families were unable to afford 
a hand wash/ soap. Men tend to solicit women's point of view in taking decisions. The initiation of having a 
community organization of the women was a revolution in itself under SAP-PK (2012-2015)'s SDVRC. 7 ultra-
poor women were identified and provided with 3 goats through Livelihood Enhancement and Protection 
component of the project. Women received trainings on a wide range of areas. It included as how to conduct a 
meeting, keep record, importance of communal savings, enterprise development, livestock management, 
asset management training and skill trainings. 

Ashraf Bibi, one of the beneficiaries opined that the formation of Roshan Khiyal Community Organization has 
given them a 'big push'. Ashraf Bibi, is able to sell milk and save money to raise finances to invest productively 
and is saving money to educate her children and to raise dowry for her daughter. Men's attitude towards their 
women has changed. Women who were seldom consulted are sought opinion without making a final decision. 

Ashraf Bibi shared that one of the women required finances in her family making process. Her husband went 
from door to door to borrow even from the rich. No one was there to support. In such desperate conditions, the 
family requested the CO members who gave them the much support in lending money. The money was 
returned and the husband of the woman returned double the amount and even encouraged his wife to be the 
member of the CO who had supported them when there was none to provide the lending hand in their time of 
crisis. 

Roshan Khiyal Community Organization has brought in the awakening among the community members to rise 
from abject poverty and to help themselves out through planning, consultation, consensus and networking.
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Sanjhi Soch
Village Organization

Landless residents of Chak 479 TDA (UC Shergarh, Tehsil Chaubara), district Layyah are ultra poor. This has 
attributed to a myriad of issues like scarcity of job opportunities, natural disasters, social obligations of 
unproductive spending on weddings and funerals as well as expenses borne as a consequence of disability and 
illness faced by the bread winner of the family. These harsh realities and obligations increase the shrinking of 
assets and revenues. The absence of access to productive resources, limited skills to earn livelihood and absence 

of capital and savings further entrenches the scope of coming out of the vicious circle of poverty.

The initiatives of SAP-PK to uplift the poorest of the poor through SDVRC (2012-2015) were focused to build upon 
the human and physical capital for re-entering into the process of income generating activities. This would 
facilitate in economic stability of the poor. The identification and the selection of an individual from the ultra poor 
could be best identified by the respective community itself. For this purpose, Sanjhi Soch Village Organization was 
set up. It constituted a total of 18 members. Out of the 18 members, 8 and 10 were female and male members of the 
community. 

A series of meetings and trainings on asset management, common interest groups and enterprise were imparted 

so that the selection of the 7 ultra poor men could be identified. This, in turn would lead to identification through 

VO and the individual households to select individuals to reap benefits under the Livelihood Enhancement and 

Protection (LEP) component of the project. It required a vigilant and transparent selection on the basis of matching 

the opted enterprise by the beneficiaries and their status, time and skills to make choices out of goat rearing, 

barber shops, grocery stores and Karyana shop for the ultra poor Abdul Majeed. The skill match, interest and on 

the basis of available choices, Karyana store was opted. The right choice and selection brought a transformation 

not only in the life of Abdul Majeed. It led to the social and economic uplift of the entire family. The 6 children of 

Abdul Majeed were out of school earlier. The selection and the revenue generated out of the Karyana store 

opened the doors of schooling for the children. He was also able to nourish his family who would in the words of 

Abdul Majeed; further entrenches the scope of coming out of the vicious circle of poverty. 

'We often had a meal a day, simply comprised of dried bread and oil and at times, my wife's owner would be generous to lend.'

The earnings of the Kayana store elevated Abdul Majeed's status in the family and the community. Abdul Majeed is 

able to earn between PKR 700-800 on daily basis. The likes of Abdul Majeed confirm that the majority of the 

impoverished households lack productive capacity, basic facilities of life, education and a word of encouragement 

to move from a state of vulnerability to that of self reliance by mere provision of enabling environments and social 

forums to contribute tremendously towards the attainment of social justice and poverty reduction.
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Shanze 
Community Organization

Patti Sami Khu Chah Sultanwala lies in UC Chaubara, district Layyah. It is a Thal desert. Social 

indicators do not hold a rosy picture. Lack of infrastructure and an absence of a forum where issues 

could be resolved amicably through majority consensus were attributed to increase the density of 

poverty in the area. This led to the realization after a social mobilization drive that the formation of a 

Shanze Community Organization could be the potential source of creating a forum where the 

voices and the needs of the poor and the most vulnerable could be addressed.

Fateh Muhammad member Shanze Community Organization is of the view that this soling linked them to city 

opening new means of livelihood for them. Before the installation of soling their activities were limited to 

village only, sandy tracks were hard to traverse through; therefore they were left far behind in every walk of life.  

Now their livestock rearing livelihood has become easier because of easy access to market. Access to health 

facilities saved many lives. More children are going to school as soling has made their access easier.

A 20 member Shanze Community Organization decided that focus be on soling as the foremost 

priority through the Community Physical Infrastructure intervention that was duly approved by 

PPAF. The community contribution of 15% led to the installation of soling. It linked Patti Sami with 

the opening up of options for economic growth. Livestock and livelihood, health and education 

facilities as well as improved mobility mediums opened up options of linking up with the market for 

maximum gains for all sections of the society. This has made access easier and reasonable. It has also 

lessened the dependency of the outsiders negligible as the forum has provided a boost to sustain on 

one own.
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Shaoor
Community Organization

Chak 449 TDA (UC : Shergarh) district Layyah was agrarian and women were found to be devoting time and 
energy in the raising of livestock. 50% of the dwellers had small landholdings. Girls were not encouraged to 
seek education. There were 250 households with a minimum of 500 school going children. Yet, there was no 
school available. As a result, very few visited the neighboring school.

Shaoor Community Organization was formed with 20 members who were keen in promoting agriculture 
and finances with respect to the ultra poor. This was made possible with the formation of 16 culverts. It was 
made possible through the generous monetary support by SAP-PK (2012-2015). Children were able to 
attend to schooling; Lady Health Visitor regularly attended to the infants and mothers needs. It also had a 
positive impact in the inter-connectivity among Chak 446 and Chak 447. 

Shaoor Community Organization has distributed leaflets and pamphlets to raise awareness among 
community regarding enrollment and retention of out of school children (OOSC), girl's education, birth 
registration, health, hygiene, etc. Even it has occasionally arranged for mobile NADRA van for making ID 
cards.  Note worthy change has been observed in women. Overall situation of women is improving. 
Women are now active voters and girls have now an equal share in learning.

Overall, the community has learned as to how to get organized. Project has also offered opportunity to 
arrange skill training for girls. Some leading girls of village excelled and now they are completing 4 months 
vocational training course in a city.

Shaoor Community Organization has proved that where there is a will there is a way.”
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